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Abstract: For some real-time control applications, the controllers need to accurately estimate the process state within the delay constraints.  There has 
been lots of work on delay-efficient aggregation scheduling in WSNs and the objective is to minimize the total time of aggregating the whole sensor 
data from the network to the sink, but there is no work on estimating the aggregation scheduling for large-scale network systems.  Thus for accurately 
estimating a process state as well as satisfying rigid delay constraints, the in-network estimation operations and an aggregation scheduling algorithm is 
designed.  And to reduce energy consumption in multihop broadcast using asynchronous sleep scheduling approaches, the efficient multihop broadcasting 
for asynchronous duty cycled (EMBA) wireless sensor network is designed.   

Index Terms: Wireless sensor network, estimation, aggregation scheduling, asynchronous duty cycle. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The cyber physical systems (CPS) are a new class systems which is the integration of cyber capabilities and physical process.  Since the 
wireless sensor network (WSN) has the advantage of easy deployment and low cost, it is regarded as observing physical world for CPS. 
eg: disaster monitoring systems, waste water processing systems and smart building applications.  The WSN based CPS architecture 
has a set of sensor nodes deployed in the observed area to perform the dynamical process is shown in the figure 1.  By using multihop 
WSN, the sampling data are collected from the sensor nodes to one or more sink.  Based on the information, the controllers make 
decisions to change the physical process.  Before making the decisions, controllers need to accurately know the process state, which 
cannot be obtained directly due to the presence of the measurement noise and process noise.  Thus the process state is estimated based 
on the sensor measurement and this estimates are used by the controllers as the input.  

In Network Controlled Systems (NCS), the transmission delay is equal to the data loss which leads in the performance of degradation 
or loss of stability of the systems.  Thus, within the delay constraints sensor information are gathered at the sink.  Therefore for 
accurately estimating the process and satisfying the delay constraints, we jointly design the in-network estimation operation and 
aggregation scheduling algorithm. The in-network estimation is a technique where intermediate node calculates the estimates based on 
the information received from its child nodes.  And the aggregation scheduling is to gather maximum information at the sink within 
delay constraints.  Also the WSN is in need of energy for a long time.  To reduce energy consumption, most sleep scheduling 
protocols utilize duty cycling which allow the sensor node to alternate between the active states and sleeping states.  Generally the 
duty cycled MAC protocols are divided into two categories: synchronous and asynchronous approaches.  In synchronous sleep 
scheduling approaches before the  
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Fig. 1.Architecture of WSN-based CPS. 

data is transmitted neighbor nodes are synchronized to reduce the energy consumption.  Due to independent wake up time for sensor 
nodes, the asynchronous sleep scheduling approaches are weak for supporting multihop broadcasting.  Since every nodes wake up in its 
own duty cycle, it is hard to reach multiple neighbor nodes for one broadcast transmission.  Thus to support multihop broadcast in 
asynchronous sleep scheduling approaches, the node must use independent unicast transmissions to its neighbor nodes.  This causes 
redundant transmission and collisions of the same broadcast messages.  Thus energy efficient multihop broadcasting for asynchronous 
duty cycled (EMBA) WSN is designed.  It is very challenging to jointly design the in-network estimation operation and aggregation 
scheduling algorithm and also to design an efficient multihop broadcast for WSNs. 

II. In-Network Estimation 

The in-network estimation is the technique in which each intermediate node calculates the information based on the data received by 
the child nodes in aggregation tree and from its own measurements.  The overall process of in-network estimation approach in each 
scheduling period is described.  Every nodes takes the following actions in an aggregation tree. 

1. The leaf node samples the process state at a given time and performs the estimation based on its own measurement which is 
obtained before the time.  Then the collected estimation waits for scheduling process.  Finally it transmits the estimate to its 
parent node directly after the leaf node is scheduled. 

2. The relay node also first samples the process state at a given time and performs the estimation based on its own 
measurements obtained before time.  The relay node collects information, based on the information received from the child 
nodes and its own local measurement.  If the information is not received from the child nodes in the scheduling period, this 
relay node will expect the information based on the information which is received previously from the child nodes and this 
information is used to calculate the process.  Then finally it transmits the processed information to next hop node only when 
the relay node is scheduled. 

3. Before every scheduling period, the sink node expect the information based on the received estimates previously from its 
child nodes and then best estimates is calculated by the expected information and previously received information. Thus the 
sink node collects all the information from its child nodes. 

III. Aggregation Scheduling 

The aggregation scheduling algorithm is used to gather maximum information at the sink within the delay constraints, to reduce the 
error occurred through collecting information from the network.  For satisfying the delay constraints and accurately estimating, an 
EASDC (Effective interference free Aggregation Scheduling algorithm with Delay Constraints) was designed.  The aggregation 
scheduling algorithm is estimated based on few techniques eg. Breadth first search tree or depth first search tree.  In EASDC 
algorithm, a top-down time slot assignment mode is adopted.  The scheduling algorithm is performed in each node in the aggregation 
tree where each node determines its schedules based on the previously received information.  An example of our scheduling algorithm 
is shown in figure 2.  In the scheduling algorithm, every node maintains the following variables. 

1. Number of Children: NoCi, number of child node in aggregation tree Q. 
2. Children number of i‘s parent: CNoPi, number of child nodes of i ’s parent in the aggregation tree. 
3. Time slot to first transmit: TSFT, the time slot at which node send its data to its parent for first time. 
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Fig. 2. An example of the result of our scheduling algorithm 

4. Node scheduling period: NSPi, the scheduling period of the node which is scheduled once every NSPi time slot after time 
TSFTi. 

5. Children set: CSi, the node set of children such that the node set of elements are arranged in descending order of the 
subtree. 

6. Indicator array of available time slot (IAATS) is the array in which the child nodes can send the data without interferencing 
the time slot. 

7. RANKi = (level,i), where level is the hop distance of node i to the root. 

IV. EMBA 

EMBA operates on asynchronous MAC protocol and uses two techniques: Forwarder’s guidance and the overhearing of broadcast 
messages.  EMBA allows the nodes to support multihop broadcast by avoiding redundant transmission and collisions. It achieves higher 
energy efficiency and small message cost in both sparse and dense network. 

Forwarder’s Guidance 

The source node and a node which forwards the broadcast message generated by source node, both of them were represented as 
forwarders. The forwarder generates the guidance list which includes three list.   

i. COVERED if nodes v and forwarder node s are the same node is already covered. 
ii. DELEGATED if node v is uncovered then node v will be covered by another node which has a better link than node r.   
iii. OBLIGATED if node r is obligated to cover node v. The node r has responsibility for forwarding broadcast message to node 

v, because node r has the best link quality to node v among the neighbors of node s. 

Overhearing of Broadcast Message 

During an active state, the forwarder node projected to certain node, then the forwarder node can eliminate the ID of the node 
specified in the message from its obligation set.  Thus, the number of transmissions required for covering of neighbor nodes will be 
reduced. Thus energy efficiency is increased by reducing the active time of each forwarder and the number of transmissions. 

V. Performance Evaluation 

The performance is simulated by using ns2 simulator.  The sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the observed region and an 
aggregation tree is constructed.  The aggregation tree is constructed by the effective interference free aggregation scheduling algorithm 
with delay constraints using breadth first search tree method.   

The Average trace of Covariance Matrix at the sink is shown in the figure 3. In this graph we compare the estimation accuracy of our 
in-network estimation approach with that of NAE under the different network parameters. When the number of nodes increases, the 
covariance value at the sink is decreased than the non-aggregation method. The performance estimation is larger with the increase of 
number of nodes and the transmission radius. The Covariance Matrix Trace at the sink for the three methods is shown in the figure 4. 
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Fig. 3. Average trace of Covariance matrix trace at the sink. 

This graph compares the traces of the estimate error covariance matrix of the sink with every estimation time step using the three 
methods. The in-network estimation approach has the ability to compensate for the estimate loss of the remote sensors by exploiting 
the  

 

Fig. 4. Covariance matrix trace at the sink for three methods. 

temporal correlation of the state.  On the other hand, the in-network estimation approach can gather more estimate information than 
NAE within the delay constraint so that the estimation performance of our method is better than that of NAE in the most of the time. 

 

Fig.5. Average energy consumption. 
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The EMBA method is used to reduce the energy consumption.  Compared with the optimal estimation and NAE method, the EMBA 
achieves better energy consumption.  For number of nodes, the energy consumption variations are shown in the figure 5.  The duty 
cycle is the ratio between the On time to the summation of the On time and Off time and is the percentage of period of cycle per unit 
time.  By different valves of duty cycle the values of energy is compared to show the performance of the energy consumption in the 
figure 6. 

 

Fig.6. Average duty cycle. 

VI. Conclusion 

Thus, to accurately estimate the process in-network estimation and aggregation scheduling is jointly designed within the delay 
constraints.  The aggregation scheduling is constructed using the EASDC algorithm. EMBA can support multihop broadcast efficiently 
by using two techniques of the forwarder’s guidance and the overhearing of broadcast messages. The forwarder’s guidance significantly 
reduces redundant transmissions and collisions.  This technique greatly improves the energy efficiency in sparse networks by reducing 
duty cycle.  The overhearing of broadcast messages help to reduce the number of transmissions. This simple technique minimizes the 
active time of forwarders, which is more efficient in dense networks. EMBA shows much higher energy efficiency in both sparse and 
dense networks compared to the conventional protocols. 
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